
 

If I’ve learned anything from Veer Zaara, it is that love can find its way through any boundary. It transcends the most formidable of barriers – time, space, misunderstandings. It goes beyond language and culture to unite individuals from vastly different worlds. This message from a Bollywood blockbuster is as relevant today as it was when this movie released in 2004 and just as beautiful. This article
is an attempt to share with you some lessons learnt from Veer Zaara and also links to play Veer Zaara online for free. Veer (Rishi Kapoor) is a Kashmiri Pandit, who falls in love with Sameera (Kareena Kapoor), an Indian Muslim. As the movie advances, the protagonists face ups and downs, difficulties and misfortunes before they find their way to each other. These obstacles are not only based on
religious lines but also on caste and creed. However, this does not take away from the strength of their love. Here are some lessons learnt from Veer Zaara: Veer Zaara is an epic tale about love that transcends all barriers. The film has been beautifully portrayed by leading actors like Rishi Kapoor and Kareena Kapoor. The film is set during the Partition of India when Hindus and Muslims were in open
warfare. The tumultuous events surrounding this time forced these two communities to band together to survive. Veer Zaara’s message is that love can overcome all obstacles, be it religious or tribal lines. The film beautifully depicts how time, place, language and culture do not divide people but only serve to unite them. It also shows the inevitability of life and destiny. Veer Zaara’s principal theme is
to underscore the importance of love (dharma) in every kind of situation; good times or bad times, rich or poor, young or old, etc. When I was watching this film, I felt touched by the purity of love between Veer and Zaara. The various ways Zaara tries to express her feelings for Veer shows she is selfless and full of determination. To get a sense of the film’s theme, watch this song: Each moment in
life is a time for love and this expression is applicable in every situation. Therefore, the movie focuses on many aspects of life which have been beautifully portrayed by Rishi Kapoor and Kareena Kapoor. Their acting has added further weight to the story. The idea that love is universal or that it can overcome any obstacle is not new; nor does it claim to be groundbreaking. I feel as though it has been
presented as such as a great message about the importance of love and overcoming any obstacle. Veer Zaara is a musical film which played spectacularly for its music and songs. The movie’s music is full of emotions and conveys the mood that is needed for the scenes. The songs and music were sung by great Bollywood singers like: Some scenes were also beautifully captured by cinematographer
Santosh Sivan, who has won numerous awards including four National Film Awards (2004) for this film: Zee Cine Award, Screen International Award (2004), Star Screen Award (2004). I feel that his images complement the scenes very well.
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